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Abstract: Surface propagation of arcs occurring on
the surface of satellite solar panel is a serious issue
for satellite industries. Distance travelled by arc
plasma bubble above the surface defines the region
affected due to energy inherited by it. To
understand the characteristics of such arcs,
charging-arcing experiments were performed on 30
square cm satellite solar panel coupons in
Spacecraft Plasma Interaction eXperiments (SPIXII) facility. It was experimentally validated that
entire coupon is discharged after the arc. Energy of
these arcs is calculated in the range of few mJ. To
have a better understanding about propagation of
arc plasma bubble on the satellite surface, an
extended 1 m long coupon is exposed to the GEO
and LEO space-like environment simulated inside
the vacuum chamber. This paper summarizes the
experiments performed on this coupon in SPIX –II
facility. Measured electrical signals are analyzed
for predicting arc velocity and arc surface flashover
region. Measurement of these two arc parameters is
essential for understanding the damage caused by
the arc.
Introduction
Arc threshold tests were performed on 1 meter long
satellite solar panel coupons in SPIX-II facility
under simulated LEO and GEO environment. The
main purpose behind the experiments is to identify
the region discharged during an arc. Various
experiments conducted on long solar panel coupons
are described in [1, 2 3, 4 and 5]. Due to the
internal arrangement of various instruments inside
the chamber, it was not possible to irradiate the
entire solar panel using a single electron gun. This
resulted in a different direction of study which
deals with the shadowing effect on the solar panel.
In LEO environment, flashover due to few arcs
discharged the energy stored in the cover-glass of
the entire coupon. The significant decrease in the
amplitude of neutralization currents on the
consecutive solar cell strings was observed during
the discharge. Experiments also verified the role of
external capacitor which is used to simulate the
values of missing solar cells in LEO environment.

The detailed experimental setup is presented in
(ref). In this paper, experiments performed on a
long solar coupon which consist of 10 solar cells
strings with 7 solar cells in each string are
discussed. Arcs were obtained on the first string
and neutralization currents are measured from 6 th,
8th and 10th solar cell strings.
Modifications in Experimental setup for 1 meter
long solar panel coupon
SPIX-II facility is explained in detail in [6
and 7]. LEO and GEO charging-arcing experiments
are performed on 1 meter long solar panel coupon.
The aim objective on the long coupon is to
understand surface flashover in detail. It was
experimentally observed the arc energy discharged
the smaller (30 cm X 30 cm) solar panel coupons
completed [8]. Figure 1 shows the image of the
1 meter long coupon used in the experiments.

Figure 1: Image of 1 meter long solar panel coupon
used in the experiments
As the length of the cylindrical SPIX-II
chamber is 1 meter excluding the domes, various
arrangements were made to accommodate the
coupons inside the chamber. Figure 2 shows the
internal view of chamber. Unfortunately scanning
with the trek probe could not be possible in any
ways. Always it was not possible to remove the two
axis stage controller.

this potential difference exceeds the threshold value
for the specific solar cell architecture. During an
arc, large amount of energy is dissipated into the
environment. Discharge can turn into a prolonged
arc if it gets sufficient energy from its
surroundings. For the long solar panel coupon, an
arm of the stage controller which is installed inside
the vacuum chamber obstructs the electron shower
on the section of the solar panel. Thus a part of
solar panel generates differential potential while a
part of it remains at bias voltage throughout the
experiments. Current probe on the 10th solar cells
string measured very less or negligible value of
neutralization current. Base on this statistics, figure
explains the relation between the surface potential
across the long solar panel coupon and the surface
flashover due to arc.

Figure 2: Internal view of chamber with 1 meter
long solar panel coupon installed
GEO Environment
For geosynchronous earth environment
secondary electron emission from different satellite
surface materials is responsible for the electrostatic
discharge. Initially whole satellite is charged to
some negative voltage due to the Inverted potential
gradient (IPG) created around it. The imbalance in
the charge occurs when electrons of high energy
collide with it. Though weak hydrogen plasma of
density around 10E-6 per m3 is present, it does not
affect the arcing phenomenon. If the energy of
these particles is between 1 KeV to 10 KeV only
the topmost surface is charged. Particles having
energy higher than 10 KeV penetrate the surface
and cause internal charging. This phenomenon is
known as deep-dielectric charging. Here the
research work is limited to surface charging only.
As the work function of cover-glass (insulator) is
small, less amount of energy is required to remove
an electron from its outermost orbit, which is not
the case with the metallic interconnectors. Thus for
a single electron incident on the cover-glass, more
than one electron is removed. Hence the current
conducted by high energy electrons overcome the
current conducted by the photoelectrons. This
makes the cover-glass less negative (more positive)
with respect to the interconnectors (metal), hence
increasing the potential difference between the two
at triple junction. Also, the electrons emitted from
the cover-glass collide with the neighboring
electrons and produce an avalanche effect, resulting
into a larger potential difference at the triple
junction. An electrostatic discharge occurs when

Figure 3: The conceptual line scan showing rise in
the surface potential at different time intervals

Figure 4: Arc blow off current

Figure 7: Arc 1 neutralization current in string 6 , 8
and 10
Fig 5: Arc neutralization current
This indicates that arc plasma bubble could not
expand till the end of the solar panel due to absence
of IPG. Arc current waveforms shown in figure 4
and figure 5 signify the termination of arc current
before reaching the extreme edge of the solar panel
coupon. Thus the surface charge of the entire solar
coupon does not contribute in the arc blow-off
current
LEO Environment
By
on-board
measurement
using
Langmuir probe in lower earth orbit environment
plasma of 10E10 to 10E12 per m3 density is
measured. Being light in weight, electrons travel
faster than ions making the satellite surface
negative. Thus complete satellite is uniformly
charged at the plasma potential of the surrounding
plasma. As more negative charge is accumulated on
the surface, it attracts positive ions. The cover-glass
at the top is charged positive while the structure
beneath it is still at its initial potential. This results
in the potential difference between the two which
intensifies the electric field at the triple junction.
Intensification of electric field ejects electrons from
the conductor. These electrons collide wide the
neighboring electrons and eject electrons further.
An electrostatic discharge occurs when this
potential difference exceeds the threshold value.
Similar to GEO, a discharge converts into arc if
fueled by necessary energy from the surrounding.
Experiments performed on long solar panel coupon
are

External capacitor is plays an important role in
surface flashover. Two set of experiments were
performed with 100 µf and 5 nf external capacitor.
No decrease was observed in the amplitude and
charge of neutralization current for the experiments
with 100 µf capacitor. Possible reason could be the
size of large solar panel coupon. As this capacitor
is used to simulate the capacitance of the missing
solar cells, its value should be smaller for large
solar panels. Thus 5 nf was chosen arbitrarily. Arc
is observed on string 1 of the designed solar panel.
Arc neutralization currents from string 6, 8 and 10
are shown in figure 6.

Figure 8: Actual and predicted arc current
waveforms for arc 2 on string 1 of 1 meter long
coupon with velocity 2.046E4 m/s

Figure 9: Arc 2 neutralization current in string
6 , 8 and 10
CONCLUSION
Experiments on large solar panels were necessary
to understand about arc plasma bubble expansion.
Here, an attempt to understand surface charge
distribution is made under simulated GEO and
LEO environment. Partial electron gun exposure of
solar panel is also discussed

Figure 6: Actual and predicted arc current
waveforms for arc 1 on string 1 of 1 meter long
coupon with velocity 1.76E4 m/s
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• Surface propagation of arcs occurring on the surface of satellite solar panel is a serious issue
for satellite industries.
• Distance travelled by arc plasma bubble above the surface defines the region affected due to
energy inherited by it.
• To understand the characteristics of such arcs, charging-arcing experiments were performed
on 30 square cm satellite solar panel coupons in Spacecraft Plasma Interaction eXperiments
(SPIX-II) facility. It was experimentally validated that entire coupon is discharged after the arc.
Energy of these arcs is calculated in the range of few mJ.
• To have a better understanding about propagation of arc plasma bubble on the satellite
surface, an extended 1 m long coupon is exposed to the GEO and LEO space-like environment
simulated inside the vacuum chamber.
• This poster summarizes the experiments performed on this coupon in SPIX –II facility.
Measured electrical signals are analyzed for predicting arc velocity and arc surface flashover
region. Measurement of these two arc parameters is essential for understanding the damage
caused by the arc.

Actual and predicted arc current waveforms for two different arcs are shown.
Comparison between two waveforms shows that the complete charge in the solar panel
is not dissipated and the arc plasma bubble does not reach the farthest end
This is experimentally verified by the neutralization currents. Very less charge is observed
from 10th neutralization string

• Experiments would be done on
different types of solar panels
• Propagation of secondary arc can
be an new direction of research
for SPIX-II Team

Electron shower on the entire solar coupon is hindered by one axis
by stage controller.
Thus IPG is not created on the entire solar panel coupon
The conceptual line scan showing rise in the surface potential at
different time intervals is shown in the figure.
This concept is validated from the electrical signals also. No
neutralization current is measured from string 8 onward.
This indicates that arc plasma bubble could not expands till the end
of the solar panel due to absence of IPG.
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